June 15, 2020
WTCC Core Team meeting
In attendance: ET, Nicholas G., Lars K., Tyler K., Lois W., Teal W.
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Job application website shut down today. One more application arrived today. ET has 3
interviews tomorrow. Has met with another on Thursday. ET is talking about hiring 3 to 4 people
at the outset, because some candidates may leave for a full-time job. ET to post results of
interviews and applications so team can decide on hires.
ET has also met with CFO of a Cheyenne company that is about to lay several people off who
would be good candidates.
Team discussed reporting channels of new employees and possible initial tasks. ET suggested
that he spend the first week dealing with these people, who should also join the Core Team
meetings. ET suggested three roles: (1) Moonshot (2) General community relations and
communications and (3) Project Lighthouse (e.g. Wyoming Economy 2.0). Teal suggested a
strategy of documentation for all of this because of the potential transience of the positions.
There was discussion of creating a shared Trello-style task board for these individuals.
Lois raised the possibility that one of these people could become essentially a hired Director of a
“nonprofit” organization.
Nicholas offered to create a draft of tasks for the community/volunteer role. Lois offered to
create a task list related to Moonshot. Teal volunteered to create a Monday/Trello type board.
ET said he would take on defining the third role.
There was further lengthy discussion of the role and identity of WTCC after the end of the
pandemic. A suggested name for the future organization was Wyoming Innovation Coalition.
ET pointed out that tomorrow is the 3-month anniversary of WTCC. He asked when is the
appropriate time to announce our new identity. Team agreed that this should not be for many
months, if not a year. Discussion of what he might say in a video marking that day, including
introduction of new candidates.
Next meeting: Wednesday, June 17, 6 PM

